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1[ lE EFFECT OF A SCALAR BOSON COUPLED

ON THE BEHAVIOR OF

THE TRITIUM BETA DECAY SPECTRUM NEAR

G. J. Stephenson, Jr.

TO NEUTRINOS

THE END POINT

Physics Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Lcs Alamos, New Mexico 87545 USA

Some consequences of a very Ilght scalar boeon crwplwl only to neutrinos we discussud. In

particular, I argue that it is possible to sketch ecanarms for the evolution of the Universe in

whkh neutrir cm clumm to r local density = i ()’6 / (’c, that such clusters would be attracted to

matter gravitationally, and that the existence of such a nemrino density m the solar sysfem

~rovides an alternative to W,,: -. () in fitting trltium beta decay.
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The question of neutrino masses, whether they are non-zero and, if so, what their

values are, is a major open question in Electro-weak physics. In this conference we are

hearing about experiments which study the end point of the beta ray spectrum of ‘~ to

extract information about m,,, ~ The actual quantity extracted in the usual analysis is m’

and modern experiments, 1‘5’ while differing in experimental techniques, all repon a best

,
value of m;. e O, roughly by one to two standard deviations. Assuming that the result is

not due to some shared systematic, like an error in the molecular finai states,

aside the Possibility that the free neutrino does have a space-like propagator,61

this result mear~ ?

and sening

what could

The major assumption in the fitting is that the only difference from the standard,

mw = O, description is in the evaluation of the neutrino momentum, ~v = &_-_-%)’-Zl

where }-0 is the energy available to the Ieptcms and #’fl is the electron energy. This

corresponds to multiplying the usual spectrum (til,w:fl) bv [l-m:.,(fin-i;fl)’]’”’.

This is shown in Figure 1 with the spectrum displayed on 1a and the Kurie plot on 1 b with

the simplification of onlv one final state. Solid lines represent m,, = O, dashed lines show

the effect of a non-zero mass. The vertical bars show the effect of some mechanism that

gives addef.f counts near, but below, the end point, Should that be the case, forcing a fit

with the standard formula will result in a best value of m:, <0, In presenting the Los

Alamoti results), we remarked on this effect and noted that we could obtain a statistically

equivalent fit by setting m: () ●nd adding a spike of counts at the endpoint. The test fit

correspondents to a branching ratio of
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A spike of some height is expected in standard model cosmologv through the

absorption of relic neutrinos, expected at a density of = 50/CC for every flavor, through the

mechanism of the usual Weak Interaction, in analogy with K-capture, This rate can be

calculated) and, for 50/cc, gives a partial life time of 102’ years. Therefore the data would

require an increase in the density of relic neutrinos in the vicinity of the earth by some 14

orders Gf magnitude, which may not be as outrageous as it sounds,

TerW Goldman and I have been investigating the consequences of a hght scalar boson

which couples to neutrinos but no other light fermion, e~ Whila scalars coupled to neutrinos

may arise in particular gauge

phenomenologically, unhindered by

concentrated on a scalar rather than

theories, we have chosen to view this question

other couplings such theories may require. We have

a vector for several reasons, First, to avoid anomalies, in

particular the coupling to one 2° and two new bosons, which cannot be cancelled in the

neutrino sector alone. Second, to provide an attractive force between ●ll neutrino species with

no shielding. Third, to avoid serious conflict with primordial nucleosynthesis and supernova

dynamics. Kolb, Turner, I% Walker9~ have shown that this case is equivalent to 1/2 extra family

of neutrino for nucleosynthesis, which is tolerable. For the previous statement to hold, there

mwit be two states per light neutrino, i.e. the neutrino must be Majorana, artd, hence, the

chirality flip induced by the scalar does not produce sterile neutrinos within a supernova, In

spite of the fact that, for Majorarw neutrinos. there is no sense to tho dlstlrrction neutrino and

anti-neutrino, I shall use the former to denote the left handed orate and the latter for the right

harlded state to facilitate comparisons with other work,

We write !’1 I,V’ V/VWV$ - i~’~, ~fl t ‘@R~,,)@, where R and L refer to chiral

projections and @ is a scalar field with mass m,, The reuion of puramtttel space of in!erast

(for reasons Ulvan below] has m,,, of several eV and m, ~:z m,,, , Then for i 41H~,,: .:m~, the

total scattermu cross section m’ fi~ im~, where ir g! / d K. for ,V large com~ared to m; ,

{J’ (if/,s,Iience it is possible to arrange f} and m,so that hiuh energy neutrinos are not

affw:tod and low ttnargy neutrinos undergo significant scattering. If m, ●.-I.m,, two Ma)orar:a

K (1>
noutl mus will allrllhilate inlo Iwo # .S with a rutn Uivtrn by (II x’. r~ surntam a

lb m~, t



density of 10’6 VI’ c’~ now requires that the associated rate be less than 10 ‘R / .s,

or ~: c 4X IO “ (m, (til ‘))-. More detailed arguments are presented in ref (81’

Two other processes which can place limits on ~ directly are the 9remsstrahlung of

@’$ during a normal weak transition and the amission of a scalar in place of two neutrinos in

nuclear double beta decay, Both processes have been studied, Barger, Keung and

Pakvasal 1I use K + [2 decays and Bernatowicz et all 2) compare the deduced ~]fl-decay

rates for ‘: S’’’”/i The limits, &<10 6, are well satisfied by the parameter set under

discussion.

The general many-body problem of relativistic fermions interacting rhrough a attractive

scalar exchange and a reoulsive vector exchange (provided here by Z“ exchange, although the

contribution to this problem is not significant) has been studied as a model of nuclear physics

known as OHD1 ‘~. While the parameters for that study are vastly different from the present

case, all the necessary formulas are wofked out to treat this problem of a self-bound gas of

neutrinos. In particular, the effective mass is proportional to ~ /tlI~, so the potential can be

scaled independently of the scattering cross-section, Howavar, the scalar

by m“ /e”,13~ where the “ refers to effective quantities in the medium,

transcendtmtal aquation for m* (see oq. 3.55, ref. 10),

Examination of this equation shows that there is a mmlrnum value

potential is scaled

which leads to a

.
of m :S O, which indicates

that tho average binding can’t exceed m. For ~? of 10’6 / tm~o,k~ 108 r~’/t.. so the

picture wuuld ap~ear tu be in trouble for mt, several oV,#

1hero ~rn, however, ~t least two distinct neutnnos and, most urobahlv, threa.

ArUurnonts USIIIU Iimlts on the amount of dark matter would say that the sum of thn thrmr

mosses nlust IM loss than about 100 eV. I IWI Inclusion of tll~ othar two SI)OCIO!I, with at Ioiist

ona mats well in excess of 70 eV, circumvents thn problem and m~kna it possible to suqtaill

such n Uas,

I h~ nvl)hltiollarV !wonmio IS thotl Sulllotimlu hka IIIIs. Imtwmm t” 4’ aIIIUhILIfIIIII ;II

about I MoV wnd rat:(~ltll)irlatil)ll at alNNIt 20 nV. Ihn INNItrIIWS, AS usual, trxmwld WIIh



~, = (4/ 1 l)’ ‘ l:, internally tlierrnalized by # exchange and maintaining contact with rhe

barvons only through gravitv, As the Universe approaches the recombination epoch, some

neutrinos begin to get cold [i. e., m > kT). On the one hand, given the relatively (to frravitv)

strong, finite range attraction, those neutrinos will tend to cluster, but, orI the other hand,

they are still coupled to hot, lighter neutrinos. Shortly after recombination, all the neutrinos

are cold, the baryons are decoupled from the photons, so are verv cold, and everything IS

coupled by gravitv.

While this system mav be rich enough to produce several scales, the most collective

mode will be one m which all species condense together, hence, in general, the neutrinos WIII

follow tho matter (or vice vwsa). For a large fraction of the structures in the Universe,

neutrinos should cluster where matter clusters. Whether this argument holds on solar svstem

scales is an r.rpen question, but the existence of neutrinos ch.mered about the sun IS a

possibility. While the density increase from 50 to 10’” is nowhere near as large as that for

baryons, space is still m.airlv devoid of neutrinos, allowing the propagation of mtutrino signals

from extra-Galactic sources, Note that 10’6 /cc corresponds to the primordial densitv at a

temperature of about 10eV; so as long as ~-exchange can sustain such a density, or a higher

density, the uniform expansion of the earlv Universe will drive th~ density down to a value

near this,

While these arguments do not prove the existence of neutrinos at a density about

10“ / (’(’ around the earth, they do provide enough plausibility to examine further the effect on

the endpoint of lhe ‘// beta spectrum. (Should thev extend out to the earth’s orbit? If

neutrinos track the baryon!i exactly, so m, I o“m~, the neutrino sphere would have a radius

of about O 033 II. yr. ) The existence of a f-ermi momentum k~ I(J II i’1”/(”, and a

corrnspondlnu I-J’) s I (I H i’1’ means thnt the previous arlnlvsis, done by putting a spike at thn

endpmnt, IS madcquato, Ilotmrtson, Wilkorson, Knapp and I have revisited that arwl ~is 10

irlcludn the effncfs of thn Fermi diatrdnmon, 14) and I shall raport here on relults Ilsir\g A

suhsmt of thcr datn rn~mrtad In rnf. 5, one which gives a vtrry similar ● ~~, * to the full set.

1‘)) of thn frffocl uf a filled I“orrni sea of Ileulrirms and arltiI%eviijus dis,:tlssiwls

rlalltrirlus h!lvfi hoorl bnso(f orl the IISiId @xhlJIIllJtl(]r\!j of rosrrldouv ard of ttle W@@k llltOra(, tl(lrl,



a consequence cf which is that the neutrinos and anti-neutrinos form completely ncm-

interacting gases and that the particles obey the free dispersion relation, In contrast, the

current picture has the neutrinos and anti-neutrinos occuPying relatively isolated wells, with the

Fermi distribution coming just IO the top of the well. None of the other players in the process,

the ‘~e, ‘~ and electron, feel this well, so all of tneir variables are set by the conditions in a

region of space where there is no neutrino background. A cartoon of this description is shown

i~ Figure 2.
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Fig. 2 Catioon ShowinU Beta Decay With Neutrino Clusters

The effect of the usual argument is shown, again for only one final state and M,, ()

in a Kurie plot on Fi~ure 3a, The filled anti-neutrino sea blocks the amlssion “f “~”s with

J

—— -.

energv less than I<p = k ~ +m: , so the beta spectrum is cut off abruptlv at #:,, ~:~

Neutrinos can be absorbed from the sea giving energies between O and }.’F to the beta which

gaint the full 11,, from the hadronic system, so there is a non-zero counting rate for

l“:,, 5 tip ~ }’:,, I I’.’v . A non-zero m,. would not chango

additicmal counts would come for /’:,, 1-m,, ~., i’:fl “<~1,, t /’:,,

the spmctrum below 1:,,, but the

–-r-il–—
I ig. 3A Kwia Plot. NO Cluslerino FIcI, 3b Kurio Plot With Clustering



However, as i have shown above, that is ~ a consistent picture if ~> 50, pa~icularly

14 orders of mdgnltude greater. If the ‘7” decays m a region of space where there IS no

neutrino background, the standard analysis ~ apply. If, however, the neutrino background IS

present, the analvsls changes, but

in Fig. 3b.

The anti-neutrino emission

not as described in the previous paragraph. This IS shown

is ~ affected, The state into which the anti-neutrino is

created has positive energy, is above the top of the well and is orthogonal to all the fdled

states, hence there is no Pau[i suppression. Since, for the case at hand, the emission is s-

wave, the change in k multiplied by the nuclear radius does not change JO, therefore does not

change the matrix element, In short, there is no modification.

The neutrinos will be absorbed and will provide extra counts, but, in the main, below

E“ . Consider first m,, = O and a neutrino from the bottom of the well. To make that

ahsorption go, }:F must go into the neutrino, so the contribution is at En - }.-p. Since a

neutrino at the :OP of the sea requires no additional energy, it will contribute at i-:p =: /’:,,.

Therefore, the neutrino sea will contribute an essentially constant amount to the region

F:,, -- Ii, h };fl s ]{,,. For fixed /~F, the existence of a neutrino mass, m,,, will eimply shift the

interval upwards by n?,., i, e, extra counts in ~:,, - #’p + m, < }~~ < }:0 + mv.

TABLE 1

m~(til’:) N bins E(ev)
-2

p(wcc) s

o “spike” o 6x IO” 547,1

0 4 9 7 2X10’” 5476

0 e 15 !ioxlo” 547,2m

o 8 21 8 6x IO” .547,2

0 12 33 9 2X IO” 547,5

0 91 60 14.2110” 547,0

5 a 15 H 2X10’” 540.3

25 0 15 Q Oxlo” 540.3

100 e 15 II 8X10’” 549,4

0 no rollc absorption 540.4

-1389 no relic absorplkm 347.2

. . . . . . ..- . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --------- --------- .. . . . . . . ..---.--



TO implementa fitting procedure, we wish to remain compatible with our earlier work(5],

where the data are summed into fixed energy width bins. Therefore we fit to a amplitude

distributed over a fixed number of bins, which corresponds to varying the density and the

Fermi energy separately. This is done holding m: fixed at some value. The results are shown

in Table 1, N is the number of bins affected and E is the total width of the added segment.

This should correspond to the };F appropriate to the density of relic neutrinos.

The ● indicates the case where that energy and the fit density most nearly match,

since p=8x10’’ /cc implies k~ = 15,4 eJ’/c. ~: is the measure of the fit, similar to ~, for

a discussion, see ref. 16, The first line is the original spike. For comparison, the last two lines

show cases where there is no relic neutrino absorption, ~~= O is a forced fit,

m;= - 138.8(t?~): is the best fit with the simple furtction described at the beginning of the

paper. For the forced fit there are 553 degrees of freedom, for ell other cases there are 352

degrees of freedom.

These results, while prelimina~,

First, smearing the counts over a Fermi

show cartain features which

distribution does not destroy

we expect to persist,

the general agreement

with the data. Zecond, one can move the mass, energy width and densiW around in

compensating ways, so there is not a clear preference from ~~, However, &r uniquely specifies

kF = ~~;~, and not all solutions satisfv this condition, so the result is more robust than

is at first apparent,

I have presented a possible scenario for obtaining a high densitv of neutrinos and

shown that such a picture can provide a fit to a subset of the Los Alamos tritium beta decay

data. There doos not appear to be any show Mopper. There are many details to be filled m

and the fit needs to be made to the full data set, but this appears to be a viable explanation of

the data,
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